DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
For instance, on the morrow of the most important event in
foreign affairs in recent times — the Munich meeting — The Times
published, on October 3rd and 4th, two articles, entitled 'A Picture
of Germany', from a correspondent who was not named but who
was described as 'A detached and experienced observer who was
travelling throughout Germany during the recent crisis9. The
anonymous author claimed 'to consider the present currents of
German feeling and the conditions, on either side, of a permanent
understanding5.
These articles contained statements about Germany which an
experienced resident correspondent, in my view, would not have
made, for either in their content or the way they were put they
were bound to lead the poor old British public up the same old
garden path — only be nice to Germany, be understanding, be
magnanimous (why did no Englishman ever plead for
magnanimity towards a small and defenceless state?), and all will
be well. For instance, this statement:
A plebiscite for or against going to war to succour the Sudeten
Germatis would have resulted in a crushing defeat for war-
makers.
I suppose this was meant to make readers believe that Germany
would never have gone to war; I can't find any other meaning
in it In any case it is wrong, it is misleading, it is fatuous. If
Hitler ever intends to make war, in any cause, he will not hold a
plebiscite about it. If he were to, the result would be 99.9 per
cent for war. There would be no other possibility. The question
would be put in approximately this form:
wAre you in favour of going to war to save your oppressed
German brothers in the Sudeten lands, who are being mown
down in swathes by the most inhuman brutes of all time, or
are you in favour of going to war?
Take this statement:
The contrast in physique between Englishmen and Germans
between the ages of 15 and 25 is amazingly in Germany's favour
and will continue until there spreads again through England
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